
Puffy AmiYumi, Sunrise
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==Romanization==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
saa tabidatou hikari no michi wa
chizu ni nai kedo
haranbanjou nan' da yokan ga suru sa
jiyuu nan' da mon'

itsu mo tonari ni kimi ga ite
waratte 'ru ki ga suru

umi no mukou kumo no mukou e
bokutachi o matte iru
mezasu no wa yubi no sukima o
surinukeru taiyou no prism

kimi ga kureta fuwari to saita
yasashii kimochi
ishindenshin nan' da mahou no you sa
kotoba naku te mo

atatakai yume tsutsumare te
kono mune ni fuite 'ru

kaze no mukou hoshi no mukou wa
hateshinaku tooi kedo
moeagare kimi yo hashire to
doko kara ka kikoete 'ru ki ga shita

umi no mukou kumo no mukou e
bokutachi o matte iru
mezasu no wa yubi no sukima o
surinukeru taiyou no

kaze no mukou hoshi no mukou wa
hateshinaku tooi kedo
moeagare kimi yo hashire to
doko kara ka kikoete 'ru ki ga shita

umi wa aoku kumo wa takaku
kaze wa kaori hoshi wa hikaru
koe wa hibiku haruka tooku
boku wa warau kimi mo
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==English==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Well, I'm off, there's no map for this lit up path
But there'll always be ups and down
I've got a hunch that I'll be free

I feel like you're always smiling by my side

They're waiting for us, at the end of the waves
At the end of the clouds
I'm looking for the prisms of sunlight
That slip through the gaps in my fingers

The soft, tender feeling you gave me
It's telepathy, it's magic
I feel it even without words

Wrapped in a warm dream, a wind blowing in my heart



It's an endlessly long way to the end of that wind
The end of the stars
I felt like I thought I could hear you
Saying 'flare up, run!' somewhere

They're waiting for us, at the end of the waves
At the end of the clouds
I'm looking for the prisms of sunlight
That slip through the gaps in my fingers

It's an endlessly long way to the end of that wind
The end of the stars
I felt like I thought I could hear you
Saying 'flare up, run!' somewhere

The waves are blue, the clouds are high
The wind is fragrant, the stars shine
My voice echoes way off into the distance
I smile, you do too
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